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AIRCRAFT COMPASS CHARA-STICS
By JOHN B. PETERSONand CLYDE W. SMITH
suMMARY
A description oj the ted methodswed a4the NatW
Bureau oj Standurdijor determining & churaeteris&e
oj aircra~ compa.wx is gwen. The methods described
are partixddy apphkzble to compamesin which mined
oil h u-w-dw tlw dumping liquid. Daia on the vimosity
and density oj certain mineral ai.k used in Untied St&x
iVaqI aircra~ compm8m are presented. Clwracteristics
of Navy aircrajt eompm8ea Iv to IX and mm! other
compas8ee arO shown jor the range oj temperatur~
ezperieneed in$igiii.
Results oj j?igti teds are presented. he rewlts
indicate that the cham.cteri.sticmost desired in a steeri~
compass ~ a short period and, in a checking compam, a
low O’vemwing.
INTRODUCX’ION
Liquid-damped compass- have been extensively
used in the navigation of surfwe ships, but it was not
until their use in faster maneuvering aircraft that the
dynamic characteristics of the card became of foremost
importance. Numerous attempts have been made to
analyze the motion of the liquid-damped compass card
(references 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), on the assumption that
such rm analysis would aid in the evaluation of tho
characteristics that a compass to be used in a speciiied
manner should have. These attempts have yielded
only approximate solutions, which have not aided the
authors materirdly in clarifying tho problem of the
selection of suitttblocompass characteristics.
The data presented herein were obtained at the
mquost, and with the financial support, of the Bureau
of Aeronrmticaj Navy Department. The National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics furnished the
financial support essential for the preparation of the
report. The authora wish to acknowledge the close
cooperation of W. G. Brombacher, National Bureau of
Standards, C. L. Seward, Burerm of Aeronautics, Navy
Dopmtment, ud Im E. Hobbs, lieutenant, United
Statca Nnvy.
MOTION OF LIQUID-DAMPED COMPASS CARDS
The effect of the liquid that is carried around by the
card is as if there were another disk of varying moment
of inertia connected to the magnetic oard by viscous
friction of ‘varying magnitude. The complicated
nature of the motion is indicated by the data presented
in fiawe 1, which shows the motion of a Navy IX air-
craft compass card after release from rest at a deflection
of 30° (solid line) and after release from rest at a de-
flection of 10.5° (dotted line). The decrement in
successive amplitudes of the first motion is far from con-
stant, an observation not in agreement with the usual
simplified theories. Although the card comes to rest
at the end of the first own-wing of 10.5°, the liquid
continues in motion and reduces the second overswiug,
so that the ratio 10.5:2=5.25 of second to third ampli-
tude is much greater than the ratio 30:10.5=2.86 of
first to second amplitude. If the card is held steady
at a deflection of 10.50 until the liquid has had time to
come to rest and then released, the overswing is 3.7°
and the ratio is 10.5:3.7=2.84.
~me, seconds
?IGUEE L—Timede6eotion cnrvas for United States Navy IX liqcdddam~d
fdiuoft oomp+ at a tem~turo of W O.
In order to produce the motion indicated in figure 1,
mly the compass oard was deflected, the case~emaining
kationsry. In actual use bbth the compass card and
he case are moving and there will be an additional
)ffect on the motion of the card owing to the motion of
he case from which it is separated by a relatively
mrrow layer of liquid. The authors have reaohed the
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conclusion that a satisfactory analysis of the motiol
of the card including all of the factors involved woulc
be extremely complicated.
OPERATING CHARACI’ERIS’MCS
In the absence of a satisfactory theory, the relatioI
between operating characteristics that can be measurec
in the laboratory and behavior in flight must be deter.
mined empirically. For praotical convenience, th[
operating characteristics of a compass are defined b~
three constants, which can easily be measured in thf
laboratcny as described below. These constants are
(1) The time of swing 30° to 5°, which is close13
related to the period of the compass.
(2) The eve-m from 30°, which depends prin-
cipally upon the relative values of the moment oj
inertia and magnetic moment of the card and th(
viscosi~ of the damping liquid.
(3) The swirl, which serves as a measure of tk
effect of motion of the case on the motion of the card,
Following is a detailed description of the methods
used at the National Bureau of Standards for deter-
mining these characteristics.
Time 30° to 50.—The card is magnetically deflected
30° frcm its equilibrium position, held at this position
long enough for the liquid to come to rest, released,
and the time observed for it to pass through an angle
of 25° toward its equilibrium position. The same test
is repeated, deflecting the card 30° in the opposite
direction. The position of the compass should not be
changed between the two tests. The mmrage of the
observed times is defied as the “time 30” to 50.”
The purpose of making observations for deflections in
both directions is to a-mrage out any error due to in-
correct setting of the lubber line with reference to the
equilibrium position of the card.
Overswing.-The card is magnetically deflected 30°
from its equilibrium position, held at this position long
enough for the liquid to come to rest, released, tid
the overstig past the equilibrium position noted.
The test is repeated, deflecting the card in the opposite
direction. The”position of the compass should not be
changed between the two tests. The average of the
two observations is defined as the “overawing.” III
practice it is convenient to combine the test for the
time 30° to 5° and for the overssvi.ng.
Swirl.-The compasa is mounted on a motor-driven
turntable, and turned through an angle of 90° at a
rate of 30° per second. During tho turn, a swirling
motion is transmitted ,to the damping liquid, and some
of this modon is transmitted to the card. The mm”-
mum deflection of the card from its true position,
which occurs after the turn has been completed, is
noted and defied as the l%wirl.”
These three operating charactwistica are afFectedin
the first order of magnitude by two variable factors,
(1) the temperature and (2) the horizontal magnetic
field strength. It has been determined by cx~erirnent
that temperature affects only the viscosity rtnddensity
of the damping liquid. Temperature has a negligible
effect on the magnetic moment of the permanent mag-
nets. The International Critical Ttibles give 0.0002
per degree centigrade as the temperature coefficient of
magnetic moment of cobalt magnet steel. This amounts
to n change of 1 percent for a 50° C. change in temper-
ature. The magnetic moment increasea as the tem-
perature is decreased. Variation of the operating
characteristics with viscosity of the damping liquid
is both more conveniently and more accurately deter-
mined by tilling the compass with mineral oil having
the required viscosity at room temperature than by
changing the temperature of the compasa. It is not
necessary to make a separate determination of the
effect of density, since the density of the liquids used
can be expressed as a function of the viscosity alone.
DAMPING LIQUIDS
The method developed by Cragoe (reference 6) for
representing changes in viscosily of liquids with changes
in temperature and composition has been used. The
reader is referred to Cragoe’s article for full details
of the method, but a short description will be given
here. Cragoe has found that, to a very good approxi-
mation, a certain function of absolute viscosity (or of
kinematic vi&csity) for which the name “liquidity”
has been suggested, is linearly related to temperature,
that its reciprocal is linearly related to pressure, and
that a linear mixture rule is applicable to such a
[unction.
FIGURE 2-cmgm’5 kfn~tfoffqufdftyu a fnnctfon of ktnematfc vlmcalty.
Designating the liquidity by L when it refers to
~bsoluteviscosity and by L’ when it refers to kinematio
viscosity, it is deilned by tbe equations
~= ~B/L
~=AeBILl
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where q is the absolute viscosity, and v is the specific
volume, both in cgs units; A and B are the same con-
stants in the two equations. The numerical value of
A is 6X1O’4 and that ofl?is 1000log, 20.
I?igure 2 shows the relation between the M.nematic
Iiquidi@ L’, and the kinematic viscosity no. The
relation between kinematic liquidity and temperature
for some representative compass liquids is shown in
figure 3.
y“
.
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?g
Kinemafic Iiquidify,L’
~aum 3.-TemwatmAlwfdftYOIUW9for mmm I$II@U ~@~
It has been found that Cragoe’s equation for nix-
tures is directly applicable to mixtures of mineral oils
used as compass damping liquids.
L’rn=xL’,+ (1 –Z)L’2
L’m=the kinematic liquidity of the mixture.
L’1 and L’z=the kinematic liquidities of the component
liquids.
r= the fraction by weight of component No. 1.
The rule does not, however, apply to mixtures of
alcohol and water as will be seen by reference to the
curves for these liquids in figme 3. The viscosity data
on alcohol and water hake been taken from Bingham
rmdJackson (reference 7).
Figure 4 shows that except for the alcohol-water
mixtures, which also showed an anomalous behavior
in figure 3, the density is a single-valued function of the
liquidity for all the liquids considered. In other
words, the density of the damping liquid varies with
the liquidity, independent of the particular mineral
oil used. For example, if the liquidi@- of vacuum
oil at —16° C., is equal to the liquidity of mineral
spirits at 15° C., the densities are also approximately
equal.
The data at 16° C. shown in figure 4 were obtained by
actual measurement of the density and liquidity of
damping liquids. The densities at –15° C. and 40° C.
were extrapolated on the basis of the value at 16° C.
Erom the National Standard Petroleum Oil Tables
(reference 8). The Iiquiditiea for these temperatures
mereobtained from ligure 3.
EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE AND LIQUIDITY
The variation in the characteristics of some repre
sentative compasses with temperature and liquidity
of the damping fluid are ahown in fignes 5 to 21.
The characteristics of time, overswing, and swirl are
plotted against liquidity. The temperatud.iquidity
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FIGIJBE4.-DenskY IIqofdltycurvM for mmwssdampfng lIquMs.
relations for several liquids are shown by the several
straight lines. To determine the characteristics of a
compass at a given temperature, enter the chart at
the temperature value on the righ~hand scale, deter-
mine the liquidity for the liquid being used, and read
the charactmistks corresponding to this liquidity.
The liquidity- lines for the liquids commonly used in
the compass are shown as solid lines.
The characteristk were usually determined for one
compass, picked as representative of the type. When
possible, five compasses were tested at room tempera-
ture with the original liquid and, on the basis of the
data thus obtained, the average compass of the five
was selected for complete testi. Another compass
of the same type might have slightly different char-
acteristics. The obsemed points are indicated on the
curye sheets and the best smooth curves are drawn
through the points.
Some specifications regarding the details of the
compassea tested are given in table I. The values
omitted were not available to the authom.
The Navy Department now uses or in the past has
used as damping liquids, mineral oils of four different
_. ——.-—. .
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liquidities, the trade names and liquidities of which
are: Kfnemouc
l-g
Super]fidock 0~------------------------- 480
Mbmo2------------------------------- 470
MhenlWhiti --------------------------- 800
Vacuum oti------------------------------ 935
Aliquidofanyintermediate Iiquiditymaybeobtained
bymixingtwoof thesemineraloils intheproportions
given by Cragoe’s equation for mixtures. Although
the foregoing figurea are representative, the liquidities
of individual samples have been found to vary as much
as &6 percent.
Nnmfm Of m~Rk.---.-..-.---..-...-.
Dfameter of -et& fnclm-.......-..
Length of megnet& fnehm _________
MR etlo momon~ cga rink_______
Cor?dlometer, fnchw _____ ----------
Cerd wdghttiti,r.---:----------
Pmicd fn air, won ------------------
Card wofght in lfqufd, ________
Mel---------------------------------
DamPInR lldd.- . . . ..-.–.-.--..-.-...
Lf@-dl~ nt~”,O ---------------------
I
compass without ax&sting the card was employed.
In the method a magnetometer is used to measure the
change in the strength of the magnetic field caused
by the presence of the compass.
The magnetometer is a short piece of magnetized
cobalt steel suspended horn a phosphor bronze strip
at the centm of a coil of known dimensions. The
magnetometer is set up so that the axis of the coil is
horizontal and parallel to the magnetic meridian.
A torsion is applied to the suspension to cause the
magnet to take a position perpendicular to the magnetic
meridiam and perpendicular to the axis of the coil,
which will be called the “zero” position. When
TABLE I
AIRCRAFT COMPASS SPECI~CATIONS
U.S. Navg’tom_
The Navy IV compass is filled with the liquid for
which L’ is 800. The Navy V, VI, and VII compassea
were origirdy ii.1.ledwith a mixture of 47 percent
mineral spirits and 53 percent album oil, the kinematic
liquidity “X’ of the mixture being 625 at 20° C. (See
fig. 3.) Navy V, VI, and VII compasses now in stock
are being refilled with mineral spirits for which L’ is
800 at 20° C. The VIII and IX compasses have
damping liquids the kinematic liquidities of which
me 800 and 935, respectively.
MAGNETICFIELDSTRENGTH
The standard horizontal magnetic field strength at
which the time of swing, overswing, and swirl were
measured, was 0.18 gauss, which is an aveiage value
for the United States. In order to give an idea of the
variation in chamcteristics to be expected from varia-
tion in horizontal field strength, two representative
compasses were tested at field strengths between 0.06
and 0.42 gauss. The characteristics of the two
compasses for this range of field stiength are shown in
figures 22 and 23.
MAGNETICMOMENT
A modification of the method described by Sanford
(reference 9) for mea9uring the magnetic moment of a
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making a measurement, the commss is brou~t to a
deiiniti position on the axis of’ the coil, c&sing i
deflection of the magn@ometer. The eIectic current
in the coil necessary to restore the ddlection to zero is
determined. From this current, the dimensions of the
coil, and the distance of the compass from the magne-
tometer, the moment of the magnetic system of the
compass is calculated. Site the change in field
direngg due i% the compass magnets is a very small
percentage of the total field strength, it is essential
that this measurement be made at a location where
the field will be undisturbed.
The magnetic mom”mt for each type of compass, as
derived by this procedure, is given in table I.
FLIGHTTESTS
In Navy practice there are two distinct uses of a
compass. It may be used as a steering indicator, the
pilot steering the airplane wxording to ita indications.
It may be used as a checking compass to check occa-
sionally the coume of an airplane that is being steered
on a stiaight course according to the indications of a
directional gyro.
Ii an attempt to compare compasses of diilerent
chamcteristica in flight, a series of teats were made on
compawe3 in pairs. & reprwentative of the results
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obtained in this seriesof tests a part of the comparative
tests on Navy IV and Vl13 compasses are shown iI
figures 24 and 25. In the steering tests the pilo
steered by the compass and rm observer took abou
30 readings per minute on n directional gyro. In th
chec~ tests, the pilot steered by the directions
gyro rmd an observer took readings on the compass.
Each compass was tested on north and on soutl
courses, both as a steering compass and as a checkhq
compass. As a steerirqgcompass, the performance i:
worse on a north course because of the northerl~
ttig error. When an airplane turns from a nortl
course, the centrifugal acceleration of the turn causti
the compass card to tilt out of the horizontal positioI
into such o position that the earth’s vertical maggeti
field will cause the card to deflect in the direction iI
which the airplane has turned. It is easily possibh
for the card of any unstabilized compass to turn faste]
than the airplane, indicating to the pilot a turn in th(
04000 120 0 40 80 120
The,seconds
FIQWEE24.-Flfght testd of skiing mmpamw
opposite direction. At the magnetic equator there is
no northerly turning error and south of the magnetic
equator the southerly turning error becomes trouble-
some.
The results of these tests are shown in table Il. The
values given are the average deviations of the readings
from a straight line faired between the plotted points.
Comparisons should be made only between two com-
passes of the same pair, because another pair may have
been tested at another time when the air may have
been rougher or smoother. It is assumed that the air
conditions remained constant during the time required
to te9t one pair.
Although dtite conclusions should not be drawn
from the results of the few tests presented here, there
is a strong indication that the shorkperiod compass is
better for steering and the long-period compass with a
low over-swingis better for checking. It is the belief
of the authors that the yawing oscillations of an air-
plane being steered according to the indications of a
compass may vary greatly with different pilots. Prac-
tically all of the flight data of this report were obtained
by the junior author and by Ira E. Hobbs, lieutenant,
United States Navy. It is very desirable that flight
testsbe continued with other compasses, other pilots,
md automatic pilots. Probably alSO, photographic
methods of recording the instrument readings should
>e utilized.
The results of these flight tests can be explained on
be basis of the difference in the periods of the compaas
md the yawing of the airplane. An airplane steering
m a north course, accordirg to the indications of a
:ompass, oscillates with a period longer than the period
)f the compass, while an airplane steered according to
he iudicatiom~of the relatively stable directional gyro
)scillatw with a period shorter than the periods of the
:ompassesin this group. The curves of figure 24 show
:learly that the period of the yawing oscillation of the
&plane steered according to the indication of u com-
MSSon a north course is much longer than the period
)f the compass by which it is being steered (npproxi-
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DISCUSSION
The curves for time of swing, overawing, rmd swirl
shown in figures 5 to 21, for the individual compasses
are summarized from various points of view in figwres
26 to 34. Figures 26, 27, and 28 show the variations
of time of swing, overstig, and swirl with tmnpera-
ture. Figures 29,30, and 31 show the variations of the
same quantities with liquidity. Figures 32, 33, and 34
show the variations of time of swing, overawing, and
swirl, one relative to the other. The variations in the
characteristics were obtained by varying the liquidity
of the damping liquid.
It is very probable that low time of swing, low over-
sw@, and low swirl are desirable characteristics for
good performance in flight. These requirements are
not simple to meet because low overswing and low
swirl are conflicting requirements as may b~ seen in
6gure 34. Imw overswing may be obtained by the
use of weak magnets and a viscous damping liquid but
their use causes a long time of swing and a high swirl,
A low swirl and n short time of swing maybe obtained
by the use of strong magnets and a thin damping liquid
of low viscosity but a high overswing is thereby
produced.
Opposite extremw of performance are shown in
6gures 32, 33, and 34 by the British S. O. 2. compaas
and the French Morel Petit model 28 compass. The
low Overswing and low swirl of the S. O. 2. compass are
Dbtai.nedby the use of an extremely light and relatively
Eragilemagnetic card. It has been the experience of
tie authors that this imtrument is too fragile for service
use. The magnetic moment is so low that the pivot
must be in perfect condition if excessive friction is to
be avoided. On the other extreme, the Morel compass
tms a very heavy floated card and a high magnetic
moment. Practically all American compasaea have
characteristic between the British and French ex-
tmrnes. Of the American compasses in this report,
Drily the hravy ~7111and IX and the two KT compasses
have cards with floats.
The curves of figures 32,33, and 34 mean aid in the
wlection of compasses for flight teds. As an examplo
Dfthe use of these curves it will be seen that by a sub-
ble choice of damping liquids the Army B8 and Navy
VIB compassea may be given any of the following
dmracteristics at any selected temperature of the
eompas
The chief reason for the difference in characteristics
Dfthe B8 and we VIB is the difference in size of the
wml The B8 card has a diameter of 1% inches and
theWJ3 card h~ a diameter of 4 inches. The clearance
between the bowl and the card k
snme for both compawe.
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approximately the
TABLE III
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BR._-_.-–.__... 0.0 al
van__ ._–-._... 12: 3.9 ‘3.l
NATIONAL BUEEAU OF STANDARDS,
WASHINGTON, D. C., December 11, 193L7.
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